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Executive summary
Two large technical and user validation sessions have been performed on the biometric corridor and several
smaller test runs. After the session, two public demonstrations have been performed to gather further user
feedback. It has been shown that the PROTECT setup can largely increase the traveller throughput if used
with the mobile phone scenario. Throughput speeds of 1 traveller per second are possible; however the
limiting factor is the separation of unrecognized travellers. If this shall be done by humans not more than 1
traveller every 5 seconds is manageable. Another solution is the installation of fast moving gates.
Unfortunately these would also require a certain flow control. Participants found the solution attractive;
however concerns on the security of the stored data have been mentioned. The highest throughput could be
achieved with classic face recognition algorithms. The generation LDS passport scenario has been found to
be inferior to existing solutions and therefore has not been considered in further demonstrations. A
generation 4 passport with SUHF technology has been used instead.
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Introduction

The PROTECT project researches new biometric modalities to speed up the border control process and finally
aims to present the most promising ones in two border control scenarios. Based on the technical
requirements and system architecture developed in WP4, prototype systems and demonstrators have been
developed that integrated the research and development carried out in WP5 and WP6. This prototype system
is now assessed in Task 8.2 Technical validation and Task 8.3 Usability validation. The demonstrators were
evaluated in the two demonstrations D9.4 and D9.5.
At the time of issuance of this report two technical and user validation sessions with over 30 participants
have been performed. The demonstrations were attended by 64 participants in total.

1.1

Purpose of the document

This document describes the setup and tests performed in the technical and user validation sessions with
stakeholder and partners as well as the results from the demonstrations. Moreover, certain topics like ethical
aspects and security have been accessed in a discussion with experts. The results of the tests and discussions
are documented.
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Relation to the work-packages and deliverables

Figure 1 – Relation of actions and deliverables
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Purpose of the user and technical validation

The proposal [2] and grant agreement [3] describes the high level targets of the project as follows:
“High Level Objective 1 – To research current and emerging biometric technologies and methods for
promising alternative technologies to those mandated by ICAO in order to break the constraints presented
by those modalities.
High Level Objective 2 – To prototype concepts developed as a result of PROTECT research in a safe and
controlled environment but using real locations with live subjects – to prove their security, accessibility and
acceptability.
High Level Objective 3 – To offer the research, specifications and experience from the prototypes to
European border and law-enforcement agencies, to European technology suppliers, having first established
the legal and social propriety of such initiatives.”

The purpose of the sessions is to validate the usability and technical characteristics of the complete
authentication system. The results are presented in the next section. The technical and user validation
focuses on aspects which differ from standard border control systems. E.g. the validation of checks against
blacklists like stolen documents or Interpol watchlists is the same as normal border control stations except
for the fact that the data is available earlier. Therefore, background checks will not be evaluated.
The technical and user validation verifies how the developed technologies and usage scenarios support the
initial vision of the grant agreement and selects the most promising ones for the final demonstrators.

4

Technical and user validation for Air/sea border

The above-mentioned questions have been assessed in two validation sessions with stakeholders and
partners. The schedule for these two sessions is given below. In the next part the results are presented.

4.1
4.1.1

Technical evaluation session 24./25.01.2019
Schedule
Day 1

9:00
9:00 – 10:30
10:30-11:30

11:30-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-13:45

13:45-14:15
14:15-15:00

Start of Session
Setup of ITTI Anthropometrics system
Enrolment of Participants
Every participant gets a mobile phone and tries to enrol to the system with the kiosk.
Enrolments are done multiple times.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Lunch
Single pass good case highly cooperative sessions
Participants will pass through the corridor one by one at their normal walking speed.
Only one person at a time in the corridor.
Behaviour will be highly cooperative paying attention to the sensors.
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Single pass good case cooperative sessions
Participants will pass through the corridor one by one at their normal walking speed.
Only one person at a time in the corridor.
Behaviour will be cooperative but not necessarily with high attention to the sensors.
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Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Single pass bad case cooperative sessions
Participants will pass through the corridor one by one at their normal walking speed.
Only one person at a time in the corridor.
Participants carry the phone of another person.
Behaviour will be cooperative but not necessarily with high attention to the sensors.
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Single pass fast walking
Participants will pass through the corridor one by one at their normal walking speed.
Only one person at a time in the corridor.
Participants carry their own phone.
Behaviour will be cooperative but not necessarily with high attention to the sensors.
Participants will walk as fast as they would usually walk in an airport if they are in a hurry
to catch a plane, but no running.
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
End of first day

15:00-15:30
15:30-16:15

16:15-16:45
16:45-17:30

17:30-18:00
18:00
Day 2
9:00
9:00 – 9:45

9:45-10:15
10:15-11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:30
12:30-13:15
13:15-13:45
13:45-14:30
14:30-15:00
15:00

4.2

Start of Session
Multiple pass good case
Multiple participants will pass through the corridor at their normal walking speed.
Participants carry their own phone.
Number of Participants will be continuously increased.
Behaviour will be cooperative but not necessarily with high attention to the sensors.
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Inserting people with wrong phones at high density.
Behaviour will be cooperative but not necessarily with high attention to the sensors.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Lunch
Inserting people with wrong phones at high density.
Behaviour of participants with wrong phones will be uncooperative.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Inserting people without phones at high density.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
End of session

Usability evaluation session 20./21.02.2019

Due to space limitations in the room, the corridor had to be folded in a U-shape. People passing through had
to turn around at the beginning of the anthropometrics areas.
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Figure 2 - The corridor at the usability evaluation session in Munich 20-21 Feb 2019, with the anthropometrics
capture area on the right

4.2.1

Schedule
Day 1

9:00
9:00 – 10:30
10:30-12:30
12:30-13:30

Start of Session
Setup of ITTI Anthropometrics system
Usability travellers perspective part 1 : Usability of the enrolment kiosk and the app
How well are the instructions from the app and the kiosk?
Lunch
Page 10 of 50
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Usability travellers perspective part 2: Usability of the tunnel and the overall system
How is the usability of passing the tunnel with the app?
How is the usability of the overall system? (fill questionnaire)
Usability travellers perspective part 3: Usability tests when subjects have changed from
enrolment to transaction

14:30-16:00

Test run with persons
That have changed in appearance between enrolment and transaction (e.g. wearing in
addition coat, hat,… )
That make different poses during passing
That move with luggage
Test run with person in wheelchair: How well does the solution include people with
wheelchair w/o accompanying person? (simulation)
16:00-16:30

Discussion and collect findings of this session
Comments on aspects of changes that are inherent to any biometric systems (aging,
make up,… )
Usability border guard perspective
How is the usability of the solution for border guards?
Make test run with multiple people passing, and a person checking as border guard
Discussion and collect findings of this session
End of day 1

16:30 -17:30

17:30-18:00
18:00
Day 2
9:00
9:00 – 10:00
10:00- 11:00

Start of Session
Ethical related questions: Preparation of ethnical workshop in April
Security related question
What security implications come from change the data carrier from an ePassport to a
mobile phone?
Usability traveller’s perspective part 4: Passing tunnel with luggage
Lunch
Discussion and summary of meeting
End of session

11:00-12:30
12:30-13:30
13:30-14:00
14:00

5

Technical and user validation for land border

Two validation sessions were held, with stakeholders and partners, to evaluate the land border scenario. The
first session (13th and 14th May) focussed on technical evaluation of the land border scenario indoors. For the
second session (21st and 22nd May), the land border solution was located outdoors, to simulate a real land
border crossing. The schedule for these two sessions is given below.

5.1
5.1.1

Technical Evaluation Session 13./14.05.2019
Schedule
Day 1

9:00
9:00 – 10:30
10:30-12:30

Start of Session
Set up of the land border scenario, integration of biometric modalities for Enrolment
Set up of the land border scenario, integration of biometric modalities for Verification
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12:30-13:30
13:30-15:00

15:00-17:00

17:00-18:00

Deliverable D8.5

Lunch
Enrolment of participants
Every participant gets a mobile phone and tries to enrol to the system with the kiosk.
Enrolments are done multiple times. The performance of the kiosk is assessed.
How well are the instructions from the app and the kiosk?
What has to be improved?
Verification land border
How is the usability of the verification system?
What has to be improved?
Discussion and collect findings of this session
End of day 1

Day 2 – 14th May
9:00
9:00-10:00

10:00-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00

Start of Session
Verification land border
Make a test run with persons passing as travellers and a person checking as border
guard
What implications regarding the land border verification follow from the perspective
of a border guard?
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Preparation for demonstration in St. Pancras
Lunch
Discussion and summary of the meeting
End of session

5.2

User Evaluation Session 21./22.05.2019

5.2.1

Schedule
Day 1

9:00
9:00 – 11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:30-14:30

14:30-15:30

15:30-16:00

16:00-16:30
16:30 -17:30

Start of Session
Set up of the land border scenario, integration of biometric modalities
Integration of Thermal face
Enrolment of participants
Every participant gets a mobile phone and tries to enrol to the system with the kiosk.
Lunch
Verification land border
How is the usability of the verification system? What are the challenges compared to
the inside test scenario from the validation session on 13-14th of May? (fill
questionnaire)
Verification land border
One person in the car, good case cooperative sessions
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Verification land border
One person in the car, cooperative sessions but travellers will not necessarily pay high
attention to the sensors
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Verification land border
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Two persons in the car, good case cooperative sessions
Biometric and system performance data will be collected.
Discussion and collect findings of this session
End of day 1 & dinner

17:30-18:00
18:00
Day 2
9:00
9:00-10:00

Start of Session
Verification land border
Make a test run with persons passing as travellers and a person checking as border
guard
What implications regarding the land border verification follow from the perspective
of a border guard?
Discussion and collect findings of this session
Preparation for demonstration in St. Pancras
Lunch
Discussion and summary of the meeting
End of session

10:00-10:30
10:30-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00

6

Demonstrations

6.1

Demonstration 1 in Kętrzyn (land border)

The first of the two final demonstrations was carried out at the Polish Border Guard training center in Kętrzyn.
A total of 13 stakeholders and 2 reviewers attended the demonstration sessions in Kętrzyn.
6.1.1

Agenda

PROTECT Land Border Demonstration - AGENDA
27th – 28th June 2019

Date(s) of Meeting:

Centrum Szkolenia Strazy Granicznej,

Venue:

Gen. Władysława Sikorskiego 78, 11-400 Kętrzyn

Thursday 27th June 2019
12:00

Arrival and welcome

12:00-13:30

Lunch

13:30-14:30

Welcome by PBG and Project Coordinator
Short presentation of the project and Day 1 demonstration
explanation Completion of pre-demo questionnaire

14:30

Start of land border demonstration : presentation of coach use case

14:30-15:00

Enrolment process is demonstrated

15:00-15:30

Nominal biometric corridor workflow is demonstrated (no
expected alert) All results are shown on the Border Guard
Interface
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15:30-16:00

Biometric corridor workflow with alerts:
Biometric no match alerts

16:00-17:00

Demonstration of specific biometric and surveillance sensors and technologies:
•
3D Face
•
Privacy enhancing technologies
•
Counter spoofing
•
Person tracking
•
Legal and ethical aspects

17:00-17:30

Enrolment and biometric corridor usability discussion and questionnaire

17:30-18:00

Extra time for discussions with partners about their technology

18:30

Wrap up and End of Day 1
th

Friday 28 June 2019

9:30

Day 2 demonstration
explanation Completion of
pre-demo questionnaire
Start of land border demonstration : presentation of car use case

9:30-10:15

Enrolment process is demonstrated

9:00-9:30

10:15-11:00
11:00-11:45

Nominal car workflow is demonstrated (no
expected alert) All results are shown on the
Border Guard Interface.
Car workflow with alerts:
Biometric no match alerts

11:45-12:30

Enrolment and biometric corridor usability discussion and questionnaire

12:30-13:30

Lunch

13:30

Wrap up and End of Day 2, Departure from Ketrzyn

Figure 3 Anthropometrics at the
land border demonstration in
Kętrzyn

Figure 4 Biometric corridor at the land border demonstration in
Kętrzyn
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Demonstration 2 in St Pancras International, London
Agenda

PROTECT London St Pancras Demonstration Agenda
Date: Wednesday 24th July and Thursday 25th July 2019
Location: Derbyshire House, St Chad’s Street, King’s Cross, London, WC1H 8AG
Three identical three-hour demonstration sessions were held, with up to 20 stakeholders per session. The
stakeholders were split in to two groups of 10, due to space limitations around the biometric corridor in the
arrivals area in St Pancras International.
GROUP 1 (up to 10 persons):
Time from Arrival
0:00-0:30
0:30-1:00

Activity
Arrival
Welcome by UK Home Office and Project Coordinator
Short presentation of the project and demonstration explanation
Completion of pre-demo questionnaire
1:00-1:30
Enrolment at kiosk (in meeting room)
1:30-1:45
Walk over to St Pancras International arrivals
Demo of corridor
1:45-2:30
• Normal biometric corridor workflow
• Biometric corridor workflow with alerts
2:30-2:45
Walk back to meeting room
2:45-3:15
Poster session / networking / refreshments
3:15-3:30
Discussion, post-demo questionnaire and wrap up
GROUP 2 (up to 10 persons):
Time from Arrival
0:00-0:30
0:30-1:00

1:00-1:30
1:30-2:00
2:00-2:15
2:15-3:00

3:00-3:15
3:15-3:30

Activity
Arrival
Welcome by UK Home Office and Project Coordinator
Short presentation of the project and demonstration explanation
Completion of pre-demo questionnaire
Poster session / networking / refreshments
Enrolment at kiosk (in meeting room)
Walk over to St Pancras International arrivals
Demo of corridor
• Normal biometric corridor workflow
• Biometric corridor workflow with alerts
Walk back to meeting room
Discussion, post-demo questionnaire and wrap up
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Figure 5 The biometric corridor during BBC
filming at the St Pancras demonstration
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Figure 6 A spoofing attempt during the St Pancras
demonstration

Advanced travel document and mobile phone scenario
Evaluation of advanced travel document scenario

During the first test of the advanced travel document scenarios, the following observations have been made:
7.1.1

Advanced passport scenario using generation 4 passports with logical data structure 2
Limitations in storage capabilities

The electronic passport chips have very limited storage capabilities. A third generation passport chip can
store around 80KB of data. In the implementation of the 4th generation passport Veridos used an Infineon
SLE78CLFX6400 with 640KB of flash storage. This is one of the largest chips available with the necessary
security evaluation. Taking javacard operating system and application into account, approx. 300KB of storage
space for 3rd and 4th generation passport data remain.
Discussion with PROTECT partners revealed that some current implementations require template sizes in the
range of Megabytes. This amount of data cannot be stored on the passport chip.
The amount of data that can be stored on a state of the art secure element controller used for electronic
passports is limited. The chip with the biggest non-volatile memory from security chip manufacturer Infineon
has 640Kbyte FLASH memory. The Javacard operating system “Smartcafe Expert” requires around 300Kbytes.
The standard passport application requires 80Kbytes of memory leaving 260 Kbytes for additional biometrics.
The biometric template sizes required by each biometric partner will not allow the storage of multiple
biometric modalities in the advanced electronic passport.
No non-stop border crossing
In the advanced document scenario the additional biometrics have to be retrieved during each border
crossing from the advanced electronic passport. The traveller will approach a special entry kiosk, put his
passport on the document reader, which extracts the additional biometrics from the passport. This breaks
the targeted non-stop border crossing solution which has been a central goal of the PROTECT project.
Limitations in data transfer speed
After the development of the 4th generation Javacard epassport applet performance measurements have
been conducted. A generation 4 passport that has been fully loaded with additional biometrics requires
approx. 40 seconds to be fully read. This time is unacceptable from a usability perspective. It has been
observed that travellers find even the 6 seconds required to read a standard passport too long. The biometric
corridor in the air/sea border scenario has the capability of processing up to 1 traveller per second. The user
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validation session 2 recommends limiting the throughput to 1 traveller every 5 seconds (see below) for
usability reasons. Even when calculating with this limited throughput at least 8 entry kiosks per corridor
would be required.
The space requirements of 8 entry kiosks per corridor does not meet the target of processing more travellers
with less space at airports.
The border crossing speed for the individual traveller would rise from 15 seconds with eGates to 45 seconds
in the generation 4 passport scenario clearly missing the goal of a faster border control process.
Conclusion
The limitations discovered for the generation 4 passport scenario lead to the conclusion that the scenario is
not suitable to fulfil the goals of the PROTECT project. It has therefore been decided to concentrate efforts
on the remaining more promising scenarios. For the demonstrations the advanced passport scenario has
been switched to the solution using secure UHF as discussed in delivery D6.4 [6].

7.2

Evaluation of mobile phone scenario

Tests with mobile phone as data carriers have been very promising. The scenario has been found to be
technically feasible and allow a traveller throughput of up to 1 traveller/sec without stopping. It has been
tested with Android (minimal requirement Android 6.0.) and should also work with iOS, the most frequently
used smartphones operation systems. The 2nd technical and usability validation was only done with the
mobile phone scenario due to the limitations of the eDocument scenario. The attempt to use iBeacon
technology to track the phones (and travellers) while passing through the corridor revealed shortcomings of
this technology. The accuracy was not as good as expected. Measuring RSSI values revealed large noise and
jitter problems that could not be compensated. Therefore, the technology currently has only limited value to
person tracking if the person is on the move.

8

Technical performance testing for air/sea border case

The technical performance was according to the benchmark metrics give in delivery D7.3 Table 5 [5]. The
setup for the sea/air border scenario was tested. The following biometric modalities were implemented: face
visual, face IR, periocular and anthropometrics. Originally also 3D face recognition was planned to be
implemented in the PROTECT solution. However, the commercial devices used for 3D face recognition could
not fulfil the technical requirements, as the current extraction times for pictures are in the scale of one
minute. The 3D face recognition will be focus on further research in the Horizion2020 D4fly project which
will start in September 2019. The performance of the corridor and the enrolment kiosk was assessed in the
first validation session. This test involved the participation of 23 persons. The results are given below. More
details to the selection of biometrics and limitations have already been discussed in version 1 of this report.
For this final report, the findings from the demonstration sessions have been added.

8.1
8.1.1

How well does the PROTECT system perform?
Performance of the corridor

The different biometric modalities are combined in the fusion module to give an overall matching score (see
[4] for details). In order to assess the system performance, the overall matching score was measured when
travellers where cooperatively passing the corridor paying high attention to the sensors. The results are
shown in Table 1. A total of 21 out of 23 passing travellers could be successfully verified when setting the
threshold of the matching score above 0.6. Details on the single events are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1: Performance of the overall system

Total number of transactions
Number of transactions processed correctly
Number of transactions processed incorrectly
Number of failed transactions

23
21
2
0

Table 2: Matching score from overall system

Time stamp

Match score

24.01.2019 13:29
24.01.2019 13:31
24.01.2019 13:32
24.01.2019 13:33
24.01.2019 13:35
24.01.2019 13:35
24.01.2019 13:35
24.01.2019 13:37
24.01.2019 13:37
24.01.2019 13:38
24.01.2019 13:39
24.01.2019 13:40
24.01.2019 13:40
24.01.2019 13:41
24.01.2019 13:55
24.01.2019 13:57
24.01.2019 13:57
24.01.2019 13:57
24.01.2019 13:59
24.01.2019 14:05
24.01.2019 14:05
24.01.2019 14:06
24.01.2019 14:07

0.1477
0.7785
0.7638
0.1436
0.6275
0.7994
0.6849
0.8296
0.7719
0.9830
0.7886
0.7141
0.9521
0.8503
0.6174
0.7744
0.7041
0.7115
0.6893
0.6515
0.7650
0.7094
0.7630

DET curves of single and multimodalities have been evaluated in the biometric performance deliverable D7.4
[4]. From these DET curves optimal operating thresholds can be found.
As another test case the participants passed the tunnel cooperatively but not paying high attention to the
sensors. The system was not able to capture a face when e.g. people were looking at their smartphones or
avoiding looking into the face recognition sensors.
As third test case the participants entered the tunnel carrying the phone of another person. None of the
participants was verified successfully.
Throughput
The throughput is limited by the speed that travellers can walk through the corridor, as well as the available
space. Several tests have been made where the participants were passing through the corridor varying speed
and density in the tunnel. The findings are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3: Throughput related questions

Questions
How many travellers can go through the
tunnel at one time? What is the maximum
occupancy of the tunnel before the system
fails to function?

Results and comments
The throughput density is dependent on the
biometric modality. For face (visual range and
near IR) as well for periocular travellers passing
in intervals of 1 seconds can be distinguished by
the system. For anthropometrics, larger intervals
of min. 3 seconds are needed.
The traveller’s flow in the tunnel is optimal,
when all travellers walk about the same speed.
What time is needed to traverse the tunnel? About 5 seconds it needed for a traveller at
normal walking speed to pass the corridor.
How far apart do travellers need to be when No occlusion in normal walking distance could be
passing the tunnel?
observed.
Except for the anthropometrics sensors, the system is able to process and detect travellers passing in an
interval up to 1 seconds. However, in the usability assessment it was found that the throughput is limited
mainly by the manual border check of the border guards (see 9.2).

Figure 7 The biometric corridor in a heavy load scenario
8.1.2

Performance of the enrolment kiosk

The performance of the enrolment kiosk was assessed with 43 cooperative participants in the user validation
sessions and the demonstrations. The results are given in Table 4. In total, 36 participants could enrol
successfully, 18 needed a second attempt as a result of unclear user instructions during the enrolment (see
9.1.1 for details). The failed enrolments had different reasons: a known issue with the readability of the new
UK passport, a 9 year old passport picture that did not match with the current face of the passport holder,
and more than 2 attempts to enrol the anthropometric profile.
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Table 4: Performance of enrolment kiosk

Total number of enrolments
Number of successful enrolments
Number of successful enrolments at first attempt
Number of failed enrolments

8.1.3

43
36
18
8

Performance of the travellers in cars system

The performance of the travellers in cars system has been tested in one technical and usability session in
Munich and then finally at the demonstration in Kętrzyn.
Table 5: Performance of the overall system

Total number of transactions
Number of transactions processed correctly
Number of transactions processed incorrectly
Number of failed transactions

31
27
4
0
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Figure 8 User validation session in Munich - first prototype

Figure 10 Cars at the checkpoint at the land border
demonstration in Kętrzyn

Figure 9 Fingervein recognition

Figure 11 The land border terminal at the
demonstration in Kętrzyn

Some issues were revealed of detecting the smartphones in the car. After repositioning some iBeacons the
problem has been solved.
Tests were performed with only one terminal since only one thermal camera has been available. For more
realistic results tests would have to be conducted with terminals at all 4 car windows. However this could not
be realized due to budget limitations. Cars with more than 4 persons would still have to be manually
processed. From an environmental perspective this would give unwanted incentives for cars with only few
travellers.
Throughput
Throughput can be measured in different ways:
1. Counting many cars going through the post and dividing the time spent by the amount of cars passed.
2. Measuring each person verification sequence and averaging the results.
Method 1 includes aspects that are not under the control of the consortium. The speed in which cars can do
stop and go is independent from the system design. Statistics for method 2 revealed an average of 30 seconds
per verification for trained persons. Comparing this to today’s checks which are limited to verifying the
authenticity of document the introduction of biometric checks with the PROTECT system could be achieved
without disadvantages in processing time.
8.1.4

Summary

The tests of the kiosk, the corridor and the land border box have shown that the PROTECT solution is technical
feasible. The usability of the enrolment kiosk can be optimized (see also 9.1.1). The different tests cases of
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participants passing the corridor give the rise to the conclusion that either travellers need to pay high
attention to the sensors in the corridor, or more sensors could be installed allowing for a broader coverage
of the tunnel. It is planned to install an additional camera about half a meter distance from the bottom to
see whether the face capture and the quality of the pictures can be improved (see also 9.1.1).

8.2

Summary

The mobile phone scenario allows the processing of a high number of travellers way beyond the capabilities
of current ABC systems. However, the task of stopping or filtering out unauthenticated travellers has been
found the limiting factor. For the maximum rate of travellers border guards might be able to cope with see
chapter 9.2. Mechanical doors would be an alternative, but these would also reduce the throughput since
travellers would have to walk at a certain distance.

9

Human factors testing

The influence of human factors has been outlined in the benchmark metrics shown to D7.3 Table 5. In order
to measure this influence, the usability of the PROTECT solution was assessed with focus on the perspective
of travellers and border guards as well as possible impacts coming from changes of the traveller’s appearance
between enrolment and verification at the border crossing. The corresponding tests were carried out in the
second evaluation session.

9.1

Travellers perspective

For assessing the usability of the overall PROTECT system persons posing as travellers tested the kiosk, the
app, the tunnel and the land border terminal in two user validation sessions and two demonstrators. Overall,
43 persons participated in this test and their feedback was collected in a questionnaire and in discussions
after the tests. Below, the most important findings are presented. The questionnaire and the participants’
answers are shown in the Appendixes.
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Instructions of kiosk and app for enrolment and verification in the corridor

The participants used the kiosk and the app for enrolment. 18 participants could enrol immediately, 18 were
only able to enrol in the second attempt. As mentioned, the reason for first attempt failure was that the
instructions in the kiosk and the app were not sufficiently clear. The reasons for three participants not being
to enrol at all were due to their travel documents (known issue with the new British passport and an old
passport picture that did not match with the enrolled face and more than two attempts for enrolling
anthropometrics). In addition, the poor network connection during the St. Pancras demo influenced the
statistics.
Most participants could be verified successfully when walking through the tunnel. A problem was the
verification of travellers when only looking at their smartphone while passing. In order to mitigate this issue
the sensors in the corridor will be highlighted e.g. by putting up clearly visible signs. In addition, it is planned
to install a second camera (in the visual range) at a lower position in the tunnel. This should also help capture
good quality pictures of persons who only pay attention to their smartphone.
Moreover, most participants remarked that instructions for the enrolment process as well as for passing the
tunnel can be improved for a better user experience. The instructions in the app and in the kiosk were
improved prior to demonstrations.
Use of smartphone as data carrier
One of the major differences of the PROTECT system with respect to already existing border solution is the
use of the smartphone as data carrier. The participants were asked how they feel about this difference.
31 of 43 participants would voluntary give their biometric and biographic/passport data and store all these
data also on their smartphone for a faster border crossing. However, the figures were different between the
user validation sessions and the demonstrators. The majority of persons participating at the user validation
were below 35 and were more reluctant to put the data on their phone.
New biometric modalities
Testing new biometric modalities for the border crossing is one the main goals of the PROTECT solution.
Therefore, the participants were asked what biometric data they would share with EU border control
agencies. 12 answered that they would give face image, followed by 11 and 10 for iris pattern and
fingerprints, respectively. Body movement when walking as well as finger or palm vein was approved by 9
participants.

9.2

Border guard perspective

The PROTECT solution was also evaluated from the perspective of a border guard. An important question
regarding the usability of the corridor as border is the feasibility of a final manual cross-check by a border
guard. Therefore, a series of tests was performed with people continuously walking through the corridor
while a person posing as border guard performed a manual check in the end. 2 of the 4 persons volunteering
for this position had a background as border guard.
In the first test run people were entering the corridor with an interval of 5 seconds between two persons, it
was then decreased to 3 and 1.5 seconds, respectively (note that for this tests the anthropometrics detection
was not used in order to get a higher throughput of travellers). The feedback was collected in a questionnaire
and in a discussion session after the test. The questionnaire and the answers are presented below.
9.2.1

Display of traveller’s details for manual check

The border guard had access to a screen on which all passing travellers were displayed: name and photo
along with information of a successful or not successful border crossing. It was recommended to show the
not successful cases prominently at the top. Moreover, they should remain visible until the border guard was
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the able to take hold of the corresponding traveller. These learnings were implemented before the final
demonstrations of the PROTECT solution.

Figure 12 border guard UI
9.2.2

Manual check with increasing throughput

A great challenge was the manual check of the traveller. When the interval between two travellers was
decreased to 3 seconds it was not possible for the border guards to verify the face of the passing travellers
manually. Moreover, none of the four border guards could imagine doing this for one hour.
It was also recommended to block the passage through the corridor when more than 2 travellers fail the
automated border control, so the guards have the opportunity to take hold of them. It was proposed to limit
the minimal interval to 5 seconds between two travellers. As at normal walking speed a traveller needs about
5 seconds to cross the corridor this corresponds to only one person being in the corridor at each time.
9.2.3

Summary

Even though it is possible to increase the throughput from a technical site the manual checks by the border
guards limit the throughput of the travellers. The proposed interval of 5 seconds limits the throughput to
one person being in the corridor at each time.

9.3

Usability with luggage

Many travellers carry hand luggage, therefore the usability of the corridor with different kinds of luggage was
assessed as well. During the tests the anthropometrics system was switched off, as it is known to be affected
by persons carrying a suitcase, the other modalities are not effected (see 9.5.4 for more details).
Persons were passing the corridor with one type of luggage. As luggage, 5 different kind of suitcases and a
hand bag were used. It was possible to pass the bending in the corridor without problems, also the width of
the corridor was considered suitable. The passengers also did not encounter difficulties when increasing their
speed.
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Usability with wheelchair

The usability of the PROTECT system for persons passing the tunnel in a wheelchair with accompanying
person was assessed. The anthropometrics system was not used for this test as the gait for both, the person
in the wheelchair and the accompanying person cannot be measured. Most of the time both persons could
be recognized in the corridor, however in a few cases the face of the person in the wheelchair was not
captured as it was out of the range of the sensors. In order to avoid this problem one additional camera can
be installed to cover a broader angle for face capturing.

9.5

Changed appearance

In a working environment, travellers will enrol once and then use these data for more than one border
crossing. Therefore, when crossing the border their appearance might have changed compared to the
enrolled data. In the validation session factors were collected and discussed that could result in problems for
the verification. The focus lies on changes that are specific for the verification non the move and does not
occur in already existing border control solutions. Note that a specific change of a person will not always
affect all biometric modalities.
9.5.1

Aging

Face recognition in the visual range
When the appearance of the face of a person has changed a lot due to age problems with face recognition
are known. This issue is inherent to the face recognition and will not be further assessed.
Face recognition in the near IR range
For this new modality issues regarding aging effects are not known. A detailed analysis regarding age was not
feasible within the timeline of the PROTECT project. However, as an algorithm is used for matching that was
constructed for the visual range, it is likely that face recognition in the near IR is effected by aging in a similar
way to face recognition in the visual range.
Periocular
The effect of aging for the modality periocular is not known and a measurement is out of scope of the
PROTECT project.
Anthropometrics
As anthropometrics is also a new modality the effects of aging are unknown and can’t be measured in the
scope of the PROTECT project.
9.5.2

Face partially covered

It is well known that face matching algorithms don’t work when the eyes are covered. Therefore, this scenario
is excluded.
Face recognition in the visual range
This is inherent to the face matching algorithm and therefore will not be assessed here. Glasses can affect
the matching results.
Face recognition in the visual range
This is inherent to the face matching algorithm and therefore will not be assessed here.
Periocular
Not relevant for this modality.
Anthropometrics
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Not relevant for this modality.
9.5.3

Persons wearing a cap

Travellers wearing caps or hats are a challenge for every biometric system based on face matching. Caps and
hats create shadows which have a detrimental effect on the matching. The biometric corridor is equipped
with excellent artificial light. In current eGates people can be advised to take of the hat. In a real walk through
scenario that might not be possible. Two persons performed several tests entering the corridor with a cap.
The following cases led to negative results:

When the cap did not cover any part of the face they could be verified:

Face recognition in the visual range
This is inherent to the face matching algorithm and therefore will not be assessed here. Glasses can affect
the matching results.
Face recognition in the visual range
This is inherent to the face matching algorithm and therefore will not be assessed here.
Periocular
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Not relevant for this modality.
Anthropometrics
Not relevant for this modality.
9.5.4

Persons passing with different gait or carrying luggage

Different travellers pass the corridor cooperatively this has only impact on the modality anthropometrics.
The performance of anthropometrics for different gaits and persons passing with luggage has been assessed
in Deliverable 7.4 [4]

9.6

Security implication from changing the data carrier from an ePassport to
a mobile phone

During the enrolment at the kiosk the biometric and biographic data is saved on the smartphone. The
biometric data are stored as templates which are protected (details in deliverable D5.3 on th template
protection) and the biographic data is encrypted.
9.6.1

Lost or stolen smartphone

If the smartphone is lost or stolen, the corresponding record in the database can be identified and blocked.
Thus, in analogy to losing a physical passport, the smartphone cannot be used for verification anymore.
Nevertheless, one has to ensure that the data on the smartphone cannot be abused. This is achieved by the
template protection. The data is useless without decryption and even if the corresponding keys for
decryption were known it is not possible to reconstruct any biometric information like a face or a fingerprint
from the protected templates (see also deliverable D5.3). Therefore, using a smartphone could be
considered even more secure than using a passport as when the latter is stolen, all biographic data including
the face image can be obtained easily as they are not protected.
9.6.2

Validity of enrolled data on the smartphone

A typical passport is valid for 10 years, however smartphones are changed more frequently. As the data on
the smartphone are protected regarding security there is no need to limit the enrolled data by any date,
except for the validity of the passport. Nevertheless, it is advisable to enrol the data more frequently than
each 10 years in order to reduce the impact of possible aging effects (see 9.5.1) .
9.6.3

Enrollment on more than one smartphone

There is no technical limitation for a traveler to enroll personal credentials on more than one smartphone.
This corresponds to the case of a person having more than one identity document that can be used for
traveling. In many countries, citizens can possess more than one identity document, e.g. a German citizen
can have one national ID and 2 passports (in rare cases also 3 passports are allowed).
9.6.4

Control of data

The user remains control of the data as they only are saved on the smartphone and not in a database. Data
is only saved on the smartphone in the app. The user can simply delete all data by uninstalling the app.
9.6.5

Summary

When data on the smartphone is sufficiently protected, then the use of a smartphone as data carrier can be
considered even more secure than the use of a passport. Moreover, a more frequent enrolment can ensure
a better usability and throughput of the PROTECT solution.
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Results from the questionnaires

The General questions revealed that most of the participants are frequent travelers usually on business trips
and of EU residence. They are experienced with e-gates, using them whenever it makes sense. Processing
times at border crossings are of major concern and they would voluntarily give their personal data – such as
biometric or biographic - to get a faster border crossing.
The acceptance of different biometric modalities was quite high, with only few rejecting one or more
modality.
The question “Do you think that saving personal data on the smartphone is secure?” has shown a mixed
perception of security with a negative trend. A smartphone based solution would definitely have to address
these concerns.
The biometric corridor has been perceived as fast and convenient way to cross the border, However the light
has been considered to be too bright.
Many attendees gave written feedback which has been collected in Appendix III. Most people found the
approaches interesting and worth following up on. Attendees of the second demonstration critiqued the
stability of the system. See [7] for more details on the 2nd demonstrator.

11

Summary

The advance passport scenario does not allow for a faster border crossing; the mobile phone scenario, on
the other hand, has proven to be promising. The technical and usability validations have proven that the
PROTECT solution with the mobile phone scenario is feasible from technical point of view as well as from the
perspective of the users. For the final demonstrations adjustments were made to opzimize the user
experience from app and kiosk, as well as the guidance for the verification process in the corridor. Additional
sensors for face recognition were installed to increase the quality of face recognition.
One major outcome if the usability test is that the main limit for the throughput to the tunnel does not come
from the technical side but from the feasibility of the manual checks from the border guard. This corresponds
to only one person passing the tunnel at each time.
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Questionnaires from technical and user validation
sessions

Perspective of passengers
These are the results from the technical and user verification sessions

General questions
Result from evaluation of 14 answered questionnaires
1. How often do you pass through an airport, seaport or land border crossing point on a journey to or
from a non-Schengen country?
☐ Hardly ever 0

☐ 6-12 times a year 2

☐ 1-2 times a year 3

☐ More than 12 times a year 0

☐ 3-6 times a year 9
2. What sorts of journey are these? (multiple choices possible)
☐ Commuting to a place of work or study
1

☐ Visiting family/friends 3
☐ Other 1

☐ Business trips 12
☐ Vacation/ city breaks 7
3. Are you a European citizen?
☐ EU citizen 13
☐ EU resident but not citizen 0
☐ Non-EU citizen 1
4. Do you regularly use e-gates at EU boarders if available?
☐ Always 5

☐ Never 2

☐ If the e-Gates queue is shorter 5

☐ I am not eligible to use e-Gates 0

☐ Only if I have to 1

☐ There are no e-Gates at my usual border
crossing point 2

5. Would you voluntarily give your personal data – such as biometric or biographic - to get a faster
border crossing?
☐ Yes – both biometric and biographical/ passport data 12
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☐ Yes – but biometric data only 0
☐ Yes – but biographical/passport data only 0
☐ No, neither 2
6. Which of these biometric features would you share with EU border control agencies? (multiple
choices possible)
☐ Face image 12

☐ Body movement when walking 9

☐ Iris pattern 11

☐ Finger or palm vein 9

☐ Fingerprints 10
7. Do you use online banking on your smartphone?
☐ Yes, always 4

☐ I don’t use online banking at all

☐ Sometimes 4

☐ I don’t have a smartphone 1

0

☐ No, never 5

8. Do you think that saving personal data on the smartphone is secure?
Not at all
0
1
3
0

2
3

3
1

4
0

5
2

6
1

7
2

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

PROTECT solution
Please answer the questions below only after you have used the kiosk and the app for enrolment.
1. How many trials did you need to enroll your biometric data at the kiosk?
☐ It worked immediately 9
☐ Only after second trails 2
☐ Other: 3
2. Would you voluntarily save your personal and your biometric data on your smartphone to get a faster
border crossing?
☐ Yes – both biometric and biographical/ passport data 7
☐ Yes – but biometric data only 4
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☐ Yes – but biographical/passport data only 1
☐ No, neither 2

3. What biometric data would you save on your mobile phone? (multiple answers possible)
☐ Face image 12

☐ Body movement when walking 9

☐ Iris pattern 11

☐ Finger or palm vein 9

☐ Fingerprints 10
4. Do you think having your biometric and biographic data on your smartphone is as secure as having a
physical passport document?
Not at all
0
1
0
1

2
3

3
0

4
0

5
4

6
0

7
4

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

5. Is it important for you that your biometric data on your smartphone is protected for unauthorized
access?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
0

6
1

7
1

8
0

Yes definitely
9
10
0
12

6. Would you like to give your body movement pattern when walking voluntarily for a faster border
crossing?
Not at all
0
1
3
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
0

7
3

8
4

Yes definitely
9
10
1
2

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
1
9

8
1

Yes definitely
9
10
3
2

Please answer the questions below only after you have passed the tunnel.

7. Do you like that you do not have to stop for border crossing anymore?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
0

7
1

8. Do you think that a border crossing without any stop is secure?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
1

4
0

5
4

6
0

7
3
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9. Do you think it is convenient to follow the instructions on the mobile phone before passing the
tunnel?
Not at all
0
1
0
1

2
0

3
1

4
1

5
4

6
0

7
1

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
3
1

10. Do you think it is convenient to get a feedback on a successful/not successful boarder check on the
mobile phone after passing the tunnel?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
1

7
0

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
2
9

Yes definitely
9
10
4
6

11. Did you feel comfortable passing through the tunnel?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
0

7
1

8
2

5
7

6
1

7
0

8
3

12. How was the light condition in the tunnel?
Too dark
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

9
2

Too bright
10
1

Questionnaire border guard
These are the results from the technical and user verification sessions
Result from evaluation of 4 answered questionnaires
Questions to the person posing as boarder guard after the tests:

1. Was it comfortable to perform this task?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
1

4
0

5
1

6
1

7
0

8
1

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

7
0

8
0

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

8
0

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

2. Could you image to do this task for one hour without break?
Not at all
0
1
1
0

2
2

3
1

4
0

5
0

6
0

3. Was it easy to perform the manual face check of the passing citizens?
Not at all
0
1
1
0

2
0

3
1

4
1

5
0

6
1

7
0
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4. Would it help to have an additional medium like sound to indicate that a person is not eligible to
pass?
Not at all
0
1
0
1

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
0

6
0

7
1

8
0

Yes definitely
9
10
1
0

8
1

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

5. Do you think the tunnel is a secure check for border crossing?
Not at all
0
1
1
0

2
0

3
1

4
1

5
0

6
0

7
0

6. Do you think you have the change to identify any fraud other than that was detected by the
automated check?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
1

4
0

5
2

6
0

7
0

8
0

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0
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Questionnaires from Demonstrations

Perspective of passengers
These are the results from the technical and user verification sessions

General questions
Result from evaluation of 15 answered questionnaires
9. How often do you pass through an airport, seaport or land border crossing point on a journey to or
from a non-Schengen country?
☐ Hardly ever 0

☐ 6-12 times a year 5

☐ 1-2 times a year 1

☐ More than 12 times a year 3

☐ 3-6 times a year 6
10. What sorts of journey are these? (multiple choices possible)
☐ Commuting to a place of work or study 0

☐ Visiting family/friends 3

☐ Business trips 14

☐ Other 0

☐ Vacation/ city breaks 11
11. Are you a European citizen?
☐ EU citizen 12
☐ EU resident but not citizen 0
☐ Non-EU citizen 4
12. Do you regularly use e-gates at EU boarders if available?
☐ Always 7

☐ Never 3

☐ If the e-Gates queue is shorter 5

☐ I am not eligible to use e-Gates 0

☐ Only if I have to 0

☐ There are no e-Gates at my usual border
crossing point 0

13. Would you voluntarily give your personal data – such as biometric or biographic - to get a faster
border crossing?
☐ Yes – both biometric and biographical/ passport data 11
☐ Yes – but biometric data only 1
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☐ Yes – but biographical/passport data only 2
☐ No, neither 0
14. Which of these biometric features would you share with EU border control agencies? (multiple
choices possible)
☐ Face image 14

☐ Body movement when walking 8

☐ Iris pattern 9

☐ Finger or palm vein 6

☐ Fingerprints 11
15. Do you use online banking on your smartphone?
☐ Yes, always 7

☐ I don’t use online banking at all

☐ Sometimes 1

☐ I don’t have a smartphone 0

2

☐ No, never 4

16. Do you think that saving personal data on the smartphone is secure?
Not at all
0
1
2
0

2
2

3
0

4
4

5
4

6
0

7
2

8
1

Yes definitely
9
10
0
0

PROTECT air/sea border solution (travellers on foot)
Result from evaluation of 15 answered questionnaires

Please answer the questions below only after you have used the kiosk and the app for enrolment.
1. How many trials did you need to enroll your biometric data at the kiosk?
☐ It worked immediately 7
☐ Only after second attempt 0
☐ Other: __________________________________________ 6
2. Would you voluntarily save your personal and your biometric data on your smartphone to obtain a
faster air/sea border crossing?
☐ Yes – both biometric and biographical/ passport data 15
☐ Yes – but biometric data only 0
☐ Yes – but biographical/passport data only 0
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☐ No, neither 0
3. What biometric data would you save on your mobile phone? (select all which apply)
☐ Face image 14

☐ Anthpometrics (gait walking pattern) 11

☐ Iris pattern 11

☐ Finger / hand vein 10

☐ Fingerprints 12

Please answer the questions below only after you have gone passed through the biometric corridor.

1. Do you like that you do not have to stop for border crossing anymore?
Not at all
0
1

0

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

Yes definitely
9
10

3

9

2. Do you think that a border crossing without any stop is secure?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
1

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
2

7
2

8
3

Yes definitely
9
10
3
2

3. Do you think it is convenient to follow the instructions on the mobile phone before passing the
biometric corridor?
Not at all
0
1
1

2

3
2

4

5
1

6
2

7

8
3

Yes definitely
9
10
4
3

4. Do you think it is convenient to obtain feedback on a successful/not successful border check on the
mobile phone after passing the biometric corridor?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
1

3
0

4
1

5
0

6
1

7
1

8
6

Yes definitely
9
10
4
2

8
1

Yes definitely
9
10
6
5

5. Did you feel comfortable passing through the biometric corridor?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
0

7
0

6. How was the light condition in the biometric corridor?
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0
1
0
0
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2
0

3
0

4
0

5
3

6
1

7
0

8
3

Too bright
9
10
2
4

GENERAL COMMENTS (we welcome your general observations on the demonstration):

PROTECT land border solution (travellers in vehicles).
Result from evaluation of 14 answered questionnaires
Please answer the questions below only after you have used the kiosk and the app for enrolment.
1. How many trials did you need to enroll your biometric data at the kiosk?
☐ It worked immediately 9
☐ Only after second attempt 4
☐ Other: __________________________________________ 1
2. Would you voluntarily save your personal and your biometric data on your smartphone to obtain a
faster land border crossing?
☐ Yes – both biometric and biographical/ passport data 14
☐ Yes – but biometric data only
☐ Yes – but biographical/passport data only
☐ No, neither
3. What biometric data would you save on your mobile phone? (select all which apply)
☐ Face image 14

☐ Anthpometrics (gait walking pattern) 10

☐ Iris pattern 9

☐ Finger / hand vein 7

☐ Fingerprints 11
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Please answer the questions below only after you have gone through the land border check within a
vehicle.

7. Do you think it is convenient to follow the instructions on the mobile phone before approaching the
land border by vehicle?
Not at all
0
1
1
0

2
1

3
1

4
1

5
2

6
1

7
0

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
4
2

8. Did you find the interaction/feedback via the terminal alongside the vehicle window helpful?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
2

4
1

5
1

6
0

7
5

8
2

Yes definitely
9
10
2
2

9. Do you think it is convenient to obtain feedback on a successful/not successful border check on the
mobile phone at the land border?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
1

4
1

5
1

6
0

7
3

8
3

Yes definitely
9
10
2
5

10. Did you feel comfortable passing through the biometric checks at the land border?
Not at all
0
1
0
0

2
0

3
0

4
0

5
1

6
1

7
0

8
3

Yes definitely
9
10
3
6

GENERAL COMMENTS (we welcome your general observations on the land border demonstration):
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Post Demo Questionnaires - comments

These are the results from the demonstrator sessions

Q1 What things do you think the project got right in this demonstration of the PROTECT concept?
The live demonstration of the face recognition walkthrough was informative and appropriately exhibited how
the technology can enhance security and speed up the identification procedure at checkpoints.
8/21/2019 10:28 AM
The tone and balance of academic research being tested as a PoC. It was honest and upfront in setting
expectations.
8/21/2019 9:12 AM
Good use of the technology available and able to answer any questions that arose during the demonstration
8/15/2019 3:15 PM
Capacity to register on the fly
8/13/2019 1:16 PM
the explanation of the concept and ideas was interesting and caught my attention.
8/13/2019 11:40 AM
The identity corridor itself is impressive. It was very interesting to be able to experience it. An insightful
demonstration of the technology.
8/13/2019 11:05 AM
Good demonstration of the theory supported by the practical demonstration on site. Showed the future
possibility of biometric capture 'on the move' helping to eliminate fixed checkpoints.
8/6/2019 12:01 PM
Clear explanations and briefing package, well organised
8/6/2019 9:45 AM
It was clear, to the point, the combination of the presentation and the "practical" part was perfect. The
documentation (downloaded afterwards) was good, though I have asked Catherine if I could also receive the
short films that were shown. They are a great help in the communication with my colleagues.
8/6/2019 9:12 AM
Enrolment at kiosk that does not necessarily need to be at the border crossing point, which could be time
efficient. The design of the corridor, enabling face recognition from different angles. Unrestricted and fast
pass through the corridor with great percentage of face recognition.
8/5/2019 10:20 AM
Good Update, Environment provided was excellent to network.
8/2/2019 4:10 PM
good location. clear instructions and participation.
8/2/2019 3:27 PM
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Good demo at a good location.
8/2/2019 10:52 AM
Background and rationale and then walk through so all good
8/1/2019 1:06 PM
live demonstration, and first-hand experience
8/1/2019 11:17 AM
The combination of multiple biometric modalities with various weighting factors depending the local
environment at that time. Consideration given to anti-spoofing which is likely to become more sophisticated
with time.
8/1/2019 9:30 AM
The pre-demo discussion was useful, as was the demo itself. Providing temporary phones was a good idea.
8/1/2019 9:19 AM
Involving Border Force in demonstrations.
8/1/2019 9:13 AM
It was a very well executed project with concrete results that are more or less usable at the moment or ready
to develop further. The prepared presentation was good, unfortunately there were some issues when
starting up the live demo. Finally we were able to see the solution on St Pancras working and that was really
nice and interesting.
8/1/2019 7:07 AM
use of multimodal biometrics; accessible for almost all passengers (even PRM).
7/31/2019 8:10 PM

Q2 And what things do you think PROTECT got wrong?
I don't remember much about the PPT presentation. It was adequate but nothing really stood out.
8/21/2019 10:28 AM
The demo lacked some thinking about mobile phone behaviours and settings. There needs to be more work
put into the demo to make it more robust.
8/21/2019 9:12 AM
Nothing
8/15/2019 3:15 PM
Not wrong but to be refined/tested: capacity to resist to spoofing. Capacity to demonstrate how to merge
threshold results
8/13/2019 1:16 PM
the sign in took too long and there was a lot of hanging around. this was frustrating.
8/13/2019 11:40 AM
Registering for the corridor took a long time. If the time can't be shortened, it might be prudent for only a
handful of guests to register.
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8/13/2019 11:05 AM
Missed the opportunity to align or show collaboration with the numerous other Biometric projects that are
out there. I didn't get the sense of the use or drive towards any global or industry standards, or how the
project may seek to shape these in the future. Some of the kit / techniques showed constraints i.e. bright
lighting conditions where technology may not be able to counter the need for this just yet. I was able to not
be validated by simply looking down at my phone walking through the tunnel, therefore , efforts need to
focus on people looking up.
8/6/2019 12:01 PM
Technology not working (obviously...) but it happens
8/6/2019 9:45 AM
On the one hand it was good that the event was short and to the point, on the other hand (but you cannot
change this) it took me a long day to attend due to travel. Organising the event next to St Pancras was
positive.
8/6/2019 9:12 AM
Passing through the corridor with heavy luggage or children could affect face recognition. I have doubts about
whether blind people can easily pass alone or with a dog. Registration of children and providing their data is
something to be considered for their safety.
8/5/2019 10:20 AM
Needed a fixed line or increased Wi-Fi capacity
8/2/2019 4:10 PM
No issues from my perspective
8/2/2019 3:27 PM
There were some technical issues, but most things worked very well.
8/2/2019 10:52 AM
Nothing
8/1/2019 1:06 PM
there were some technical issues
8/1/2019 11:17 AM
Suggesting that border staff should be able to adjust these weighting factors. It will probably require another
project to develop an AI system to automatically determine these weighting factors dynamically. The selfservice terminals could be improved by customising the interface to suit the individual - there is already a
standard (EN 1332-4) for how to do this.
8/1/2019 9:30 AM
Having done the demo first, there wasn't a huge amount to be usefully gained while were waiting for the 2nd
group to return. In fact many of us left because the extreme heat was causing trains to be delayed.
8/1/2019 9:19 AM
Mostly not applicable to "real world" borders. Ignored operational requirements around non-compliant
travellers.
8/1/2019 9:13 AM
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In my opinion connectivity with personal use devices of passengers is a limitation. Nevertheless an easy to
use app combined with the future UHF passport has potential and needs to be researched further.
8/1/2019 7:07 AM
too much distance needed between two successive passengers; not suitable for (small) groups (like families).
the current footprint is too large for most BCP's.
7/31/2019 8:10 PM
I don't remember much about the PPT presentation. It was adequate but nothing really stood out.
8/21/2019 10:28 AM
The demo lacked some thinking about mobile phone behaviours and settings. There needs to be more work
put into the demo to make it more robust.
8/21/2019 9:12 AM
Q3 Would you recommend any organisation to use a border control system based on the PROTECT
concept?
Yes. While some concerns about personal privacy are valid, various court rulings that I agree with have
adjudicated that individuals have to complete right to privacy in public places.
8/21/2019 10:28 AM
Conceptually yes. We have been working on a similar system for a number of years and believe that the
overarching system architecture is correct however there are some gaps in the concepts real-world delivery
8/21/2019 9:12 AM
Yes, good system especially with the ability to decide which factors you wish to use for identification.
8/15/2019 3:15 PM
Too early to know. Certainly encouraging, however
8/13/2019 1:16 PM
when its fully tested and someone else has got all the bugs out and done the lessons learned. I always prefer
to let someone else have the joy of initial implementation
8/13/2019 11:40 AM
I have provided a report to colleagues in Immigration Enforcement. Within the UK Government this would
be a Border Force lead.
8/13/2019 11:05 AM
Unable to specifically recommend any particular system currently until further work is done to align global
standards or understand direction. Bit of a catch 22 situation, but very important particularly then dealing
with global (not just EU) traffic.
8/6/2019 12:01 PM
Not sure, as I am yet to be convinced that PROTECT would make people's and border forces' life simpler, and
reduce queues
8/6/2019 9:45 AM
Yes, I would, but having experience with the introduction of brand new projects/technology, I would advise
to wait until the "child diseases" are solved before making mayor investments.
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8/6/2019 9:12 AM
I believe that once the concept is finalized and all aspects are legally covered it could bring benefit to all
border control check points and border authorities. For the usage of the concept in Europe I think that
Frontex as an organization could be recommended.
8/5/2019 10:20 AM
Yes, very happy to, and interested to become aware of developments in Industry.
8/2/2019 4:10 PM
I would want to understand how it is applied into a practical scenario at the border
8/2/2019 3:27 PM
I think it depends on the requirements and the situation but it is at least very interesting as a reference.
8/2/2019 10:52 AM
Yes, subject to legal requirements
8/1/2019 1:06 PM
absolutely.
8/1/2019 11:17 AM
Yes - after the legislation has been updated appropriately.
8/1/2019 9:30 AM
I can see it could be useful for government and non-government organisation. Obviously at the border, but
also for ticket verification companies
8/1/2019 9:19 AM
No
8/1/2019 9:13 AM
Not yet, but several concepts definitely have potential
8/1/2019 7:07 AM
Not in the current form, the business case would not be viable.
7/31/2019 8:10 PM
å
Try it out!
Preview the features for customizing word clouds.
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Q4 How do you think a PROTECT-like system would benefit that organisation?
Cross-border crime and terrorism national security concerns can be well addressed by biometric recognition
technology. Additionally, it will speed up crossing by legitimate travellers.
8/21/2019 10:28 AM
Multiple points of identity and linking authenticated devices that act as a private data vault for encrypted IDs
is the future of access control as it removes the number of documents required and inherently adds new data
to the system to provide more robust checks. It still acts as a snapshot of ID rather than a behavioural or
trend based system but that is a wider discussion
8/21/2019 9:12 AM
Frees up staff to focus on other relevant activities.
8/15/2019 3:15 PM
Assist border officer
8/13/2019 1:16 PM
there is always a balance between maintaining border security and not wasting resource on known or
quantified risks. Constantly checking the same person time after time is a waste of everyone's time if you can
check if databases have updated in the background. Border security has become more of a burden on the
regular traveller than it could be and it would be a good trade off to reduce the burden on low risk passengers
to focus on those who pose most threat.
8/13/2019 11:40 AM
Possibility of minimising queues whilst maintaining
practical/legal/technological challenges to overcome first.
8/13/2019 11:05 AM

security.

Of

course,

numerous

Would need to grow in capability to realise any benefit i.e. multiple streams of passengers able to transit
tunnel rather than a one by one, otherwise still effectively restricting flow.
8/6/2019 12:01 PM
Once people are up to speed with the technology and registered, it will provide benefits. But the way to get
there is long.
8/6/2019 9:45 AM
Embedded in a holistic approach of the border control process it can help to reduce waiting times and help
to make a high quality check of passengers. To me a weakness seems to be that there will be less attention
for travellers that are not yet known in one of the systems or are not picked out based on a search profile.
8/6/2019 9:12 AM
Since Frontex deals with EU border management it could assist in introducing the concept in the EU Member
States and beyond and enable effective and efficient border control in many countries and compliment in
fight against organized crime and document fraud.
8/5/2019 10:20 AM
Benefits to customers - especially perceived ownership of their data and its presentation.
8/2/2019 4:10 PM
I am certain it could be applied to many applications
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8/2/2019 3:27 PM
My main question is the part with the enrolment and the smartphone, if this is an acceptable solution the
PROTECT-system is very beneficial. If some other sort of preregistration is wanted it might not be all that
useful. For example if a completely virtual passport solution is developed instead.
8/2/2019 10:52 AM
Customer experience - but I think it would require a greater stakeholder engagement. At the moment it still
feels like a good idea as opposed to a real pilot. Would it be worthwhile setting it up so that those who
enrolled would be then fast-tracked through immigration control until legal political considerations resolved.
8/1/2019 1:06 PM
support seamless travel experience
8/1/2019 11:17 AM
Faster processing of non-problematic passengers, so leaving border staff more time to concentrate on the
questionable individuals.
8/1/2019 9:30 AM
Ensure that the person presenting themselves is that actual person (which is obviously the intention!)
8/1/2019 9:19 AM
Having a mobile phone - border system link at the heart of PROTECT limits its real world application.
8/1/2019 9:13 AM
High mobility and safety of passengers
8/1/2019 7:07 AM
If the system could be part of a walkway for ferries or cruise ships, there might be a business case. Still the
system should be able to process multiple persons that are passing through the corridor.
7/31/2019 8:10 PM
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Objective
This form is related to the Security Sensitivity Assessment procedure which will assure that no sensitive
information will be included in the publications and deliverables of the PROTECT project.
Security sensitive information means here all information in whatever form or mode of transmission that is
classified by Council Decision on the security rules for protecting EU classified information (2011/292/EU)
and all relevant national laws and regulations. The information can be already classified, or such that it should
be classified.
In practice the following criteria is used:
-

Information is already classified
Information may describe shortcomings of existing safety, security or operating systems
Information is such, that it might be misused.
Information that can cause harm to
o European Union
o a Member State
o society
o industry and companies
o third country
o citizen or an individual person of a country.
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Assessment form for the main author
Please fill in the form below:
This is:

pre-assessment

□

final assessment X

List the input material used in the publication/deliverable:

List the results developed and presented in the publication/deliverable:

The draft publication

X is attached to this statement
□ can be found in link:
This publication does not include any data or information that could be interpreted as
security sensitive.

X True
□ Not sure
If not sure, please specify what are the material / results that you are not sure if they are security sensitive?
Why?

Date: 2019-08-29
Signature of the Responsible Author:
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Comments from the SAB member

X The publication can be published as it is.
□ Before publication the following modifications are needed:
Date

August 30, 2019

Name:

Jürgen Bonfert

On behalf of the Security Advisory Board (SAB)

Signature of the member of the SAB
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